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Students Helping Students 
Provide Valuable Feedback on Course Evaluations 

Students Assessing Teaching And Learning Program

• The purpose of course evaluations is to help instructors 
enhance the teaching and learning experience.
• Student feedback can often be more judgmental than useful 

because students are asked to evaluate instruction with little 
to no formal training.
• Evaluations become missed opportunities for students to 

effectively communicate their learning needs and for 
instructors to collect actionable information about how the 
course is perceived. 
• Student-assisted teaching approaches are essential to the 

desired new paradigm of learning-centered institutions (Barr 
and Tagg, 1995). Why not extend this into the field of course 
assessment?
• Partnering with undergraduate interns to explain the 

importance of SETs to students and how to compose potent 
answers for instructors offers a non-threatening context for 
open, authentic reflection on learning.
• SATAL Program in collaboration with the Merritt Writing 

Program (MWP) designed tools and collected various forms 
of data from the participating courses. 
• SATAL’s collaborative approach is referred to as a faculty-

student partnership (Cook-Sather, et al. 2014). Based on 
Healey’s Conceptual Model (2015), SATAL positions students 
and faculty as co-developers and co-learners.
• The ability to evaluate is a higher-order skill, and based on 

the literature on learning, the best ways to learn a skill (and 
giving feedback is a skill) is to observe a model (Bandura as 
cited in Svinicki 2001); however, real learning does not occur 
in one-time events but needs spacing and repetition to move 
content into long-term memory (Thalheimer 2006).

Background

Purpose

To engage students in the course evaluation process and to elicit  
actionable feedback to the open-ended questions on SETs by 
partnering with undergraduate interns through a peer-led 
presentation on the importance of completing SETs. The live 
presentation was then made into an asynchronous video and 
implemented in courses before mid and final SETs.

Method ImplicationsResults: SET Responses

.  
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• This IRB-approved, experimental study used a mixed methods approach to 
answer the following questions:
1. Does the usefulness of student feedback on SETs improve after a peer-led presentation 

about SETs?

2. Do students find the presentation and feedback rubric useful in composing potent 
responses for their instructors?

• Video Presentations: SATAL interns developed a 7-minute and 5-minute 
peer-led video delivered in 23 courses on the importance of SETs using a 
rubric with criteria for actionable feedback. The presentations were shared 
before mid/end course evaluations during the AY 2018-2019.

• Rubric: Participating MWP instructors designed a feedback rubric to measure 
the quality of student responses to the three open-ended questions from the 
official SET currently used by the writing program:
1. How would you describe your writing ability now compared to the beginning of the 

semester? Please explain.

2. Identify and evaluate aspects of this course that have been especially helpful to you.

3. Describe aspects of this course that you would change, if you had the opportunity.

• Mid/End-course Evaluations: Instructors collected and rated student 
responses to the three open-ended questions from mid and final course 
evaluations.

• A total of 567 SET responses were gathered from 33 writing courses taught 
by six volunteering instructors during the academic years 2013-2014 
through 2018-2019.

• Post-surveys: Students gave feedback on the 7-minute and 5-minute peer-
led videos and faculty reflected on SET results they received.

Illustrative Comments from faculty 
”Students were able to articulate their ideas in concrete terms. I learned 
both the what and why of their feedback. With it, I was able to clearly 
identify aspects of my class that were working, and precisely those that 
didn’t …”
“I feel I received more feedback focused on items of importance in regards 
to content and instruction. I came away with a specific change in regards to 
my Writing 10 course. “
“I did notice that the feedback received after the peer-presentation were 
more in depth and appeared to be less hesitantly given as honest feedback. 
There were fewer “no comment” or statements like “The course should stay 
the same.” 

• The peer-led video is a very effective training tool as-is when administered 
in UD courses just before final course evaluations.

• UD students have been exposed to more college teaching, and thus to a 
greater variety of course structures and activities. This could explain the 
exceptionally large difference in feedback quality between UD and LD 
students on Q3, which is the only question that requires students to draw 
upon their experiences.

• The difference in treatment response between divisions may be because 
the peer-led video gives them a mental model to integrate skills and 
knowledge that UD students already possess. However, LD students may 
not possess the same foundation and thus would not show the same 
improvement. 

• This peer-led video was turned into seven- and five-minute videos based 
on a peer-led presentation as a resource to be made available for 
instructors willing to participate in further research. Multiple exposures 
to the peer-led video content may improve feedback from LD students.

• The concept behind offering different length videos is supported by the 
understanding that real learning does not occur in one-time events but 
needs spacing and repetitions to move content into long-term memory 
(Thalheimer, 2006).

Upper Division (UD) VS Lower Division (LD) courses SET responses

• Class division is a highly significant (p < 0.001) slightly moderate predictor 
of feedback quality (V = .212)

• UD students provided significantly and drastically more useful feedback 
from the Pre to Final conditions (p < .001, V = .424)

• LD SETs from Pre to Mid conditions show significant (p < .004) but low (V = 
.093) improvement in quality

• UD students provided a significant and large change in Q1 response quality 
from the Pre to Final conditions (p < .001, V = .504)

• LD students provided highly significant but minimal useful feedback on Q2 
in the mid condition as compared to the pre condition (p < .001, V = .180)

• UD provided a highly significant and sizeable increase in response quality 
on Q2 from pre to final conditions (p < .001, V = .343)

Division Question Pre vs. Mid Pre vs. Final

Increase V Increase V

UD

All Questions 10.4% 0.320 13.8% 0.424 ***

Q1 11.2% 0.224 18.7% 0.504 ***

Q2 9.9% 0.218 16.3% 0.343 ***

Q3 10.3% 0.242 * 6.6% 0.312 **

LD

All Questions 13.4% 0.093 ** 15.9% 0.000

Q1 7.9% 0.048 16.7% 0.000

Q2 16% 0.180 *** 7.6% 0.056

Q3 16.1% 0.044 26.9% 0.000

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. Significance and Cramer’s V were based on raw data while 
percent increases were calculated from scored sums. UD Q3 Pre vs. Mid differed significantly 
because feedback quality became more polarized (more responses scored as H or N).

Rubric for Student Feedback

Do you find the rubric useful for 
providing useful course feedback?

Would you recommend that this 
presentation be shared in other 
courses?

cetl.ucmerced.edu/satal

To engage students in the course evaluation process and to elicit actionable feedback to the open-ended questions on SETs by partnering with undergraduate interns through a live peer-led presentation on the importance on completing SETs. The live presentation on the benefits of course evaluations with the help of a rubric was then made into an asynchronous video and implemented in course before mid and final SETs. 
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How would you rate 
your skills at providing 
valuable course 
feedback?


